CREATING A POWERHOUSE
ORGANIZATION
Transforming Satisfied Employees to Top Performers
"I thought I was doing everything in my power to set my
employees up for success and was shocked to find out they
didn't feel the same way. Thanks to The Shuler Group there is
more open and transparent communication from leadership
and an incredible boost in morale."
- Managing Partner
The leadership team at the Law Offices of Elliott & Jones* simply wanted to streamline their
employee evaluation process and gather more actionable data about the climate of the
organization. What they found was a group of employees with a deep desire to become a
more tight-knit team capable of any challenge thrown at them. Many leaders are surprised to
learn that their employees, who are satisfied with their jobs, crave deeper meaning in their
work and connection with their peers. Fortunately, there were straightforward and clear
solutions to help the employees at the Law Offices of Elliott & Jones achieve greatness.
Upon completing a Company Climate Inventory, The Shuler Group identified 3 key action
steps that they implemented immediately to improve communication, culture, and
teamwork at Elliott & Jones. Their results:

After firing two toxic
and under-performing
employees, E&J saw
an immediate
$175,000 increase in
profit

After raising their
rates on their most
common service by
$50, they saw an
additional 12.5%
increase in profits

After making positive
culture and
communication
changes, E&J saw
their first increase in
client revenues in 3
years

ABOUT THE LAW OFFICES OF ELLIOTT & JONES
Elliott & Jones is a law firm located In Maryland that provides a full array of
legal services.

THE CHALLENGE
When Elliott & Jones first approached us at The Shuler Group,
they simply wanted to improve their employee review
process. What they found changed the organization in a
profound way.
To put it simply, people liked working at Elliott & Jones. An
overwhelming 92% of respondents said they were proud to
be a part of Elliott & Jones Law Firm. 85% said their job was
positively challenging and interesting. Most companies would
be inclined to stop there, pat themselves on the back, and be
reluctant to change anything.
However, when we looked a little deeper, we found that the
above statistics didn’t tell the whole story. While most
employees were proud to be a part of the company, fewer
than 30% felt there was the strong feeling of team spirit and
cooperation they desired within the organization, and only
36% agreed that their co-workers could plan and coordinate
efforts well together.
While it would be tempting to be satisfied with contented
employees, leadership at Elliott & Jones wanted to create a
team environment where employees could rely on one
another, to plan well, and effectively execute their objectives
as a group. This would provide an even more attractive work
environment for their employees, while at the same time
produce higher quality work for their clients.
In addition, the executive team knew that in order to deal
with 1/3 of the staff retiring in five years yet still desiring to
grow, they needed to create a culture to attract top
performers who would stay with the firm.

THE SOLUTION: INDIVIDUALISM TO TEAMWORK

After completing the proprietary Company Climate Inventory from The Shuler Group,
Elliott & Jones Law Firm acknowledged the issues and opportunities and implemented
changes and practices to shift the company culture and climate in a positive direction.
By identifying the strengths and challenges of the organization into distinct categories,
clear next steps were offered to address the issues within the organization.
The specific areas identified as needing improvement were communication,
acknowledgment of employee performance, strong leadership, and consistency in
communication. The Shuler Group offered a plan to address these issues and improve
company climate in 3 key areas.
1. Communication - A large number of responses
indicated a lack of communication as well as a desire
for improved communication. Even when questions
that related to communication resulted in a majority of
positive responses, other answers indicated a desire for
better communication as well as a desire to be part of
the working mechanism of the organization. We
recommended a review of current company
communications in terms of regular company-wide
communication (company newsletter, intranet with
updates, HR, virtual collaborative workspaces, etc.),
dissemination of important information (like
changes
in
client
status),
and
regular
acknowledgment of performance, milestones, and
goals.
2. Company Culture - Several responses from the
Company Climate Inventory indicated a need for a
more positive culture, one which acknowledges
employees' contributions. In addition, some responses
revealed a desire for more mentoring and teamwork,
especially with regard to the impending retirement of
senior staff. We recommended a systematic approach
to recognizing and rewarding staff achievements
through clarification of roles and responsibilities, an
onboarding and mentoring program, and a formal (and
usable) organizational structure.

We could see that creating a culture of
teamwork where everyone feels they are part
of the bigger whole – creating a sense of
"We're in all this together" - was crucial to the
future success of Elliott & Jones. Also,
implementing company morale "boosters"
during busy seasons (which most people
acknowledged as an expected part of the job)
would create a stronger connection between
employees and company. Finally, we
recommended some ways to bring the
company together as a whole to contribute
more effectively, thereby maximizing the
talent of current employees as well as
attracting future new hires.
3. Training - The fact that a majority of people
were clamoring for more training told us they
were committed to their jobs, and if Elliott &
Jones provided more training, employees
would be more committed to the company
itself. (Statistics show that 83% of workers
participating in a mentoring or training
program admitted their experience positively
influenced their desire to stay at their
organization.) While the majority of additional
training should be job- and industry-specific
(i.e. law-related), supplementary training on
communication and collaboration would be a
huge plus.

THE SOLUTION: INDIVIDUALISM TO TEAMWORK

After implementing the recommendations from their Company Climate Inventory, Elliott
& Jones has seen a measurable shift in culture and the positive impacts to the
organization that comes from that shift.
"Before The Shuler Group came in to work with our executive team, I was a
frustrated about lack of forward motion and even unclear about my own role.
With our work with The Shuler Group to create an organizational structure
that worked for OUR firm (not just an industry template), roles are clearer,
workflow goes smoother, and even our hiring process is working better."
- Director of Operations

As a result, Elliott & Jones is more internally connected than ever, and their clients are seeing the
results. Through increased teamwork and collaboration, employees have a greater understanding of
client needs and expectations and are able to support one another in ways that couldn’t have
happened before. Client legal matters are being completed more efficiently with no loss in quality,
and employees are more confident that their peers are there to support them during periodic crunch
times.

BIG WINS:

Improved Staff Morale
After the toxic employees were let go, employee morale skyrocketed. One partner noted that it
seemed like every day was a joyous celebration.
Increased Staff Productivity
Interestingly, after two toxic employees were fired, Elliott & Jones did not directly replace those
employees. Instead, other employees absorbed the workload with very little extra work.
Training and New Systems Executed
We delivered one of our signature trainings to help the leadership team discover and
implement the company's core values. In addition, we designed a new employee evaluation
system that is still in use three years later.
Huge ROI in Investing in Organization
According to Elliott & Jones partners, they received 665% ROI by conducting the Company
Climate Inventory and implementing the changes recommended by The Shuler Group.
Simply by utilizing the information gathered in their Company Climate Inventory and acting on
the recommendations included therein, Elliott & Jones has transformed from a group of
employees who were merely satisfied with their jobs to an all-star team of law professionals
ready to collaborate and engage with one another, share expertise, and let nothing stand in the
way of achieving the best results for their clients.

TAKE YOUR COMPANY BACK

At The Shuler Group, our flagship product is our Company Climate Inventory,
a powerful diagnostic tool that highlights an organization’s strengths,
uncovers challenges, and provides a roadmap for positive forward progress.
Schedule a free consultation today and start your journey from satisfied to
exceptional.
*Statistics and results found in this case study are based on data from a real
client. The name has been changed to protect their confidentiality.

CONTACT US
The Shuler Group, LLC
Phone: (301) 842-8970
Web: www.TheShulerGroupLLC.com

